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About Fence Armor

Our company is all about providing products of superior quality and longevity, combined with exceptional customer service. Fence Armor was born out of necessity and has evolved from a simple, yet effective post protection guard to a complete post protection system that encompasses several harmonious products.
We know that specialty products start with quality materials and that is why we manufacture or source goods that promote a unique one-stop shopping experience for customers looking to extend the life and beauty of any new or existing post. As Engineering partners, we have more than 50 years of experience between us, helping to ensure every detail is taken into consideration. Part of our strategic development is our concern for the environment. Using locally sourced sustainable materials; like galvanized steel, in our manufacturing process is important for both the environment and the economy.
Fence Armor is a family run business in the sense that it employs fathers, mothers, sons and daughters who collectively work together, and or success is measured by our customer’s satisfaction. We stand behind our products, one post at a time, every time!







      
                
              


    

      
                HOW DO WE PROTECT OUR FENCES FROM


Lawn Equipment Damage


Cutting and trimming the grass. Most of us do it every weekend. Without realizing it, we’re damaging our fences’ posts. New fences are a $9 billion industry in North America, and the majority of fences are already installed. Fence Armor offers the best defence with an engineered, two-piece design, crafted from 100% sustainable, galvanized steel.
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                              WE RECEIVED THE SEAL OF APPROVAL IN 2018 FOR
                            


                          

                            

                            Quality, Reliability, Practicality and Ease-of-Use
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                              Trust the Strength of Steel
                            


                          

                            

                            Year after year, the strength of the Fence Armor steel post protector prevents, protects and prolongs the life, and beauty of metal, vinyl and wood posts. High-quality, North American steel, combined with an engineered design for durability, flexibility, and ease-of-use. The additional wear-resistant, poser-coat finish creates a premium -level post protector that beautifully enhances the look of all your outdoor structures, for years to come.
                            


                          

                    

                  

                



      

    






  
      
        
          
            
                
              
          

          
            Engineering

          

          
            Our patented corner radii are designed to increase the structural integrity of our post protector while reducing wear and tear on weedwacker trimmer lines.

          

        

      
        
          
            
                
              
          

          
            Hard Core Quality

          

          
            Every steel Fence Armor® Post Protector is dipped in galvanized zinc, offering an added layer of 360° Hard Core Protection.

          

        

      
        
          
            
                
              
          

          
            Sustainable

          

          
            Earth-friendly steel is infinitely recyclable and reusable. Never losing its strength, a steel post protector can accommodate every post material, and size for years. Making it the best defence to maintain every environment we share.

          

        

      
        
          
            
                
              
          

          
            Guaranteed

          

          
            Each Fence Armor® Post Protector comes with our 5-year manufacturer’s warranty. Guaranteed, it’s the next level of protection you want and need, from the damaging effects of weedwacker trimming. Plus, Fence Armor® guarantees you’ll lower your lawn and fence maintenance time, and costs.
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                Protection for All the Right Reasons

Today, it’s more important than ever to do our part for the environment. Since 2008, Fence Armor® has been producing sustainable post protector options for existing, and new fences, and structures. From weedwacker protection, to lower fence maintenance costs, and improved curb appeal – Fence Armor® has the right products for it all. From the end-grain top to the post’s end, below ground level. Protecting property investments, and helping reduce our impact on the environment, just makes good sense. For today, and future generations. Every 16 posts we protect today, will protect one tree tomorrow.

New fences are a $9 billion industry in the USA alone, and the majority of fences are already in place. Protecting, and prolonging the life of these wood fences prevents them from ending up in landfills too soon. Fence Armor® makes fence maintenance so easy and helps the reforestation effort.

              


    






      
                How to Get Started With our Top to Bottom Post Protector System

Building a new fence, deck, or pergola starts with an in-ground post protector sleeve. Postsaver® protects new wood posts from moisture, fungi, and ground rot. Postsaver post sleeves come with the manufacturer’s 20-year guarantee. Get Dual Protection for your new posts – fastening a post protector around the top portion of the Postsaver post sleeve protects it from weekly weedwacker damage.
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                Fence Armor – North America’s #1 Choice for Fence and Post Protection

Whether it's a new or existing structure, deciding how to keep that new-wood-look is easier when you preserve and protect it with, Stain & Seal Experts’ Fence Stain, or Deck Stain. These gorgeous, low VOC, stain colors go on smooth and are to easy clean-up. Want to preserve your newly-stained posts? Try adding a Fence Armor® post protector and prevent that unsightly weedwacker damage.


New and existing fences deserve Fence Armor® post protection. Neglected fence maintenance from weedwacker damage can lower your property’s curb appeal, and value, costing you hundreds to repair, or thousands to replace. From Fence Post Caps, and Decorative Finials, to Post Protector Guards, Fence Armor® has you covered, top to bottom.
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"We think it's a great product, and we'll definitely recommend it with further projects on down the line."
Rocky, Indy's Finest Fence
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"When we build things, we build it right once, and once only. This product adds to that philosophy."
Andy, Yorkshire Fence & Deck
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"I've been in the grass-cutting industry for over 20 years now, and I've ruined my fair share of posts for fences. This stuff is just unstoppable."
Justin, Davis Fences
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Check out our 5-star 
reviews on Google 
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